TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT

Efficient Transportation Planning and Execution
The Challenge
Managing the procurement, planning and execution of transportation across
modes and controlling transportation costs requires close oversight.
Streamlining inbound and outbound logistics while monitoring contract
compliance and keeping up with carrier capacity constraints and rate
changes are daunting tasks.
The Solution
Softeon Transportation Management makes planning, optimizing and
executing international multi-modal transportation easy. Build shipments and
routes based on a powerful rules engine for shipment optimization that
supports all carriers and modes. You gain improved control over logistics
processes to reduce transportation spending and improve customer service.
Softeon Transportation Management

Softeon Transportation Management:










Trailer loading optimization
Automated carrier selection
Routing
Shipment consolidation
Carrier complaint labeling
Export documents
EDI/XML interfaces
Carrier performance analysis
Shipment tracking

Product Benefits:






Gain control of logistics processes
Optimize transportation planning
Reduce transportation spending
Deliver shipments on time
Improve customer service

Softeon Transportation Management allows logistics managers to see the big
picture of carrier management with real-time visibility of transportation data to
reduce transportation costs and optimize transportation planning. The
solution supports optimized mode and carrier selection, optimized
consolidating and routing, automated load tendering and acceptance.
Robust alerting, reporting and analytic tools facilitate carrier management and
contract compliance. Managers receive real-time alerts of service issues and
exceptions to manage SLAs and ensure shipments are delivered on time and
against agreed-upon rates.
Softeon Transportation Management easily integrates with other enterprise
and supply chain systems in addition to connecting with your carriers via the
web or EDI to streamline operations and facilitate partner collaboration. The
execution tool creates carrier-compliant labels, shipment documents and
export documents.
Key Features:
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Automatic load tendering and carrier manifesting
Rules-based rate shopping engine finds the lowest rate after
examining basic rates, discounts and accessorial charges
Consolidate loads across modes for additional cost savings
Rules-based freight invoice auditing with automatic notification:
avoid overcharges and receive alerts for monitoring SLAs to ensure
shipments are delivered timely and against agreed-upon rates
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